D77 Australian Labor Party Sutherland State Electorate Council

History
The A.L.P electorate council for the state seat of Sutherland was re-constituted in March 1958. The seat was first contested in June 1950. The main function of the state electoral council is the selection and support of A.L.P. candidates to contest state elections in the Sutherland electorate. The Council also considers matters affecting party policy and elects delegates to represent it at the regional and state conferences. The Council is composed of the delegates from the A.L.P. branches within the electorate. These branches have included Sutherland, Miranda, Como, Janali, Sylvania, Menai and Gymea.
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Manuscripts minutes of meetings of the Sutherland State Electorate Council from its inaugural meeting held March 1958. The volume contains minutes of meetings held with state electorate councils for Bulli and Cronulla electorates.